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MONITORING OF ELECTRIC THRUSTER CATHODE-NELTRALIZER EROSION
LSING SPECTRAL AND PROBE MEASUREMENTS IN PLASMA
V. 1. BARANOV. A. I. VASIN. V A. PETROSOV,
E. 1. ASINOVSKY. V. V. MARKOVETS. V P POLISTCHOOK, Yu. V VIZILTER.
I. M. YARTSEV"

Absrac
The procedure of determination of hollow cathodes erosion by relative line intensity of
propellant and material cathode evaporated atoms plasma is described. The data on control of
erosion of tungsten-barium metal porous cathode operating in xenon are given.
Nomenclature
U- the voltage of arc combustion;

I - the arc current;
Gx -the flow of gas (xenon) generating plasma:
T - the electron temperature:
GBa

- the cathode erosion velocity (barium evaporation velocity);

m - the atom mass:
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N - the particle concentration;
,Xe

- the line intensity of barium and xenon.

I

Introduction
For a large variety of practical applications, the arc cathodes with life-time above 10.000
hours at the current density above 10 A/cm 2 are necessary. This durability may be provided only
with the cathode materials with a small work function like lanthanum hexaborid (LaB,) or bariumcalcium aluminate that is an active substance in metal porous cathodes. At such long-term required
resources of cathode operation. it is necessary to have reliable methods of serviceabiity prediction.
The degradation of operating characteristics of such cathodes is usually connected with
evaporation of substances with active emission capability.
Therefore, during life-tests, the rate of their eva.oration is to be monitored. The data on
temporal evolution of evaporation rate may permit estimation of the time in the course of which the
eithode will lose the emission capability.
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Description of procedure
In this paper, the quantity of cathode erosion was checked through a ratio of radiation line
intensity of gas atoms and ions generating plasma and cathode material. The advantage of this
procedure that was used in [1] consists in possibility of monitoring of cathode evaporation rate.
The special feature of cathode-compensator operation of electric propulsion is a
comparatively low electron concentration in a plasma flow - less than 1013 cm-3. Therefore,
population of excited states of cathode material atoms and ions may be calculated in the coronal
model in which, it is assumed that excitation of atoms and ions takes place from the ground state as
the result of electron impact. and deactivation - owing to radiation transitions. At the low electron
concentrations, the inert gas plasma is considered optically thin, then for the ratio of plasma
components concentrations within the homogenous source approximation, the relationship is true:
N
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where K ,,5, and I, - the excitation level constant because of electron impact, the probability of a
spectrum transition with a wave length X, and the line intensity, respectively. As the estimation
shows, the multiple ionization in plasma may be ignored, then the ratio of flows of working
gas
(xenon) and cathode material (barium) is defined from the formula:
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The ratios of concentrations of atoms (N,,Nx,) and barium and xenon ions (N.,N:,) are

functions of electron temperature and optical transitions probabilities, and may be calculated from
the known excitation cross-sections.

Thus, for determination of cathode erosion, it is necessary to measure the intensity for

evaporated particles lines and plasma-generating gas lines, as well as an electron temperature.
The electrons temperature, as well as their concentration and the plasma potential
were
determined with the help of cylindrical tungsten-rhenium probes with a 50
pm diameter. The

difficulty of probe measurements lies in the fact that the heat flux out of plasma is sufficiently
large,

hence to avoid the probe destruction and electron emission from the a probe,
the measurements
were conducted in a pulsed operation in supplying a saw-shape impulse of 0.5 - 2
ms duration to a
probe. This time defines the time resolution of the probe procedure. The length of operating portion
of a probe comprised 1 - 2 mm, the minimum distance from it to a cathode exit
section - 1 mm. The
signals of a probe circuit are input into the computer and processed according to the
Bohm's theory,

whose applicability was confirmed by measurement results.

Experimental results
The proposed procedure was used for check of erosion of tungsten-barium spherical hollow
cathodes rated at nominal current values of 4.5 A and 14 A with active substance of the
following
composition: 3'BaO'0.5CaO'Al,0 3 , cathode porosity - 20 %. The diameter of cathode
exit hole
was equal to 0.8 mm. Anode was a molybdenum disk of 50 cm 2 area, which
was 1 - 3 cm distant
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from catno,., 7ypical volt-ampere and volt-flo\
investigatec are given in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2.

ratz cnaracterisucs for the catulod
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Conducted was also the measurement of a cathode temperature by optical
pyrometer. in doing
so. pnor to the measurements the arc extinction was carried out to
climinate the contribution from
plasma radiation to measurements.
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Fig. 1. Volt- ampere characteristic of discharge at the
two values of xenon flow:
S- Gx, = 0.34 mg/s. 2 - 0.5 mg'/s
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Fig. 2. Volt-flo, characteristic of discharge at the arc current of-'.5
A
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These measurements have rel'caie
t th, t cathode brigntnes- temperature increase: from
1360 to 1470 K with curren increase frorr to 5 A at xenon flow rate of 0.35 ma/s, and fron i310
to 1460 K - at xenon flow rate of 0.5 me s The cathode temperature dependence on gas flow rate is
nonmonotonic. i.e.. corresponds to arc voltage variation.
The analysis of probe measurements has revealed that the plasma parameters and discharge
stability degree differ essentially at various portions of the volt-ampere characterstic. One would be
also noted that the discharge voltage depends on the anode geometry and anode-cathode distance.
The spectral measurements were conducted with the help of monochromator MDR-23. The
base portion of a spectrum was selected in the range of wave lengths 4500 - 5500 A. In spectrum of
arc radiation apart from xenon atoms and ions, recorded were the lines of elements incorporating
into cathode: barium. calcium, aluminium, as well as molybdenum out of which the cathode exit
diaphragm was made. It is interesting to note that the enough strong lines of double-ionized xenon
were observed too. Identification of spectral lines was performed by the data [2]. The lines, selected
for analysis of velocity of barium evaporation from cathode, are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Element

SXel
I

Xel

*

I ave length, A

Exci ta tion energy,
eV

4923.15

10.95

4582.75

11.14

Xell

4921.48

15.26

Xell

4540.89

18.14

Bal

5535.48

2.24

Ball

4554.04

2.72

In Fig. 3 the distributions of plasma components radiation over the discharge gap are shown.
For all lines near the cathode section, the maximum of plasma radiation intensity is observed. The
fact, that the line glow intensity near anode was higher than near cathode at some regimes. proved
to be unexpected. Apparently. it is connected with emergence of positive anode drop because of
which the electron temperature increases.
In Fig. 4 shown are the results of variation of barium atoms lines intensity during life tests for
the two different cathodes at the arc currer.: of 14 A. Since the xenon lines intensity.. as well as the
discharge characteristics do not var. in the course of the test judging from the measurements, the
barium lines intensity variatio:n rn; '- :-ilained only by decrease
its evaporation rates.
Judgmin :'rom the da'a in Fi, -. :n- barium evaporation rates cc'-cased approximately by an
order in 50 hours of operation. but it dij not result in cathode emiss.:' i-naracteristics. One v.ou!J
note tha' at :K:test duration above 5 hours th, barium line intensit, d-crcases as the reciprocal o:
t1'. The cur
'3 in this Figure - t::e tiaa or a rate of barium-cakl.cc
aluminate evaporation in
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Fig. 3. Distribution of atom lines radiation intensity through a gap length.
I= 4.5 A, G, = 0.33 mg/s
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Fig. 4. Time variation of Ba-ion radiation intensity Ba II 4554A for the two different cathodes - 1.2.
3 - Time variation of barium evaporation velocity at the temperature of 1500 K [3]
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vacuurr. with the same composition o; active substanLce at 150i),
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The procedure in hand permits the comparison of evaporation rates for barium and calcium
out of cathode These two elements have close characteristics of level excitation and deexcitation
for a set of lines. therefore, the ratio of line intensities is the estimated ratio of barium and xenon
concentrations. It should be noted that there were regimes for which the calcium evaporation
velocity has essentially exceeded the barium evaporation rates.
Judging from the relative intensity of xenon atom and ion lines in the rated mode of cathode
operation, the extent of propellant ionization was evaluated. Thus. the ionization extent comprised
10 - 20 % for an arc current of 4.5 A.
The stated procedure of barium flow measurement based on the relative line intensity is
convenient for monitoring because of its comparative simplicity and obviousness.
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However, the receipt of numerical data requires the fulfillment of some enough strict
conditions: Maxwellian electron distribution by velocities. kinetics locality of excited states
population and reliability of the data on excitation velocities from the electron temperature. All
these conditions are not satisfied simultaneously in the operating regimes of cathode. The authors
have proposed the procedure for determination of a barium concentration through absolute intensity
of barium atoms and ions. For increase of accuracy of measurement, the special procedure for
determination of electron distribution function by velocities was developed. It is based on nonparametric analysis [4] of probe signals. The results obtained in such approach may be used for
calibration of the procedure of relative intensities.
Conclusion

I

The developed procedure for measurement of barium evaporation rate out of a hollow cathode
through relative intensity of barium and xenon lines permits monitoring of the cathode erosion in an
arc discharge. It is shown that at initial point in time the cathode evaporation velocity decreases
with time, and this decrease connected with the barium surface concentration decrease does not
result in discharge characteristics.
The preliminary data on a barium evaporation rates quantity. reveal that at the nominal
regimes of cathode operation its evaporation rate is considerably less than an evaporation rate in
vacuum. This distinction is correlated, apparently, to processes going on in a cathode cavitv.
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